
Asking transformation, we move forward - but who is the "we"?

Everyone is talking about transformation. However, a supposedly common "we" is often
addressed. This "we" carries out and experiences the transformation in the Anthropocene
as a homogeneous unit. We want to question this narrative in the context of the conference. 

In view of the different agents, interests, and those affected by crises and the associated
intertwined social inequalities, neocolonial continuities, and unjust gender relations; there
cannot be the one universal transformation.

But whoever is not willing to talk about the question of "by whom // for whom// with whom"
should also keep quiet about transformation.
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//by whom?//
Transformation is a social process that is influenced by many different agents, movements, and
institutions. Therefore, different epistemes, narratives, knowledge systems, and interests conflict.
Which concrete agents are driving, negotiating, hindering, guiding, and contesting transformation,
and in what ways? How are existing power relations and inequalities to be taken into account?
Or do transformations ultimately take place ‘behind our backs’ anyway, as if by themselves?

//for whom?//
Transformation has many faces and definitions - including greenwashed ones. Green growth,
green economy, and technological fixes can be found in hegemonic transformation discourses
and should be critically examined for questions such as, ”Who are the winners and losers?”.
Who remains invisible? A transformation that acts for capital interests instead of being oriented
towards use values and needs washes away the revolutionary potential of the concept of
transformation to fundamentally reshape society.

//with whom?//
The question of who shapes the transformation as partners at eye level is about solidarity with
subaltern interest groups. These are often not even considered in the current transformation
discourse or only in the tradition of established patterns of exploitation. Solidarity can be
expressed in decolonial, anti-capitalist, feminist, and othermovements. But who needs to be
solidary, and how can solidarity be shaped so that it becomes a transformation for all and not
just for a few? How do we open the space for pluriversal and subaltern epistemologies as well as
more-than-human agencies?

This year's conference of the Environmental Sociology Junior Research Group invites you to
explore the concept of transformation from different perspectives and to discuss conserving
as well as transforming processes. #WhoseKnowledgeIsNeededHow?



#MoreThanWesternAndHumanKnowledge: pluriverse, cosmologies, corporal knowledge
#WhenTheSubalternSpeak: post-/de-/anti-colonial studies, intersectionality
#TransdisciplinaryActivismScience: new materialisms, degrowth, storytelling

#Epistemes_Epistemology #Pluriverse #AntiColonialStudiesAndPractices #Storytelling
Inequalities permeate knowledge production and research. Which epistemes are dominant in the
discourse on transformation and which are suppressed and invisible? We want to deconstruct preserving
epistemes such as patriarchy, capitalism, and colonialism and inquire into transformative epistemes.
From a situated and critical scientific position, we question andro-, anthropo-, euro- and growth-centric
orders of knowledge. We demand agency and recognition for pluriversal perspectives and rejection of
epistemic violence. This also means asking: Who generates scientific knowledge and what is scientificity?
When talking about transformative epistemes we think of:

#AlliancesWithoutExploitation #Meta-IndustrialWork #NatureCultures #Agencies
What role do certain agents - such as social movements, political parties, business enterprises, trade

unions, more-than-human entities, or constitutional courts - play in the transformation? What
alliances/assemblages/coalitions are possible between different agents? What conflicts of interest

emerge, for example, between ecological demands and workers' struggles? How can future generations be
represented politically? More attention should be paid to more-than-human entities and their

power/agency/intrinsic rights. How can we build more-than-human alliances and be in solidarity without
falling into patterns of domination, exploitation, romanticisation, and nature-culture-dualism?

 

#Institutions #ClashOfInstitutions #WhoTransformsTheTransformers #MoreWelfareState
Institutions can be considered here from two perspectives: On the one hand, transformation means a
change of institutions; on the other hand, it can be discussed whether we need transformative
institutions, i.e. institutions and social practices that create and secure spaces for change. Approaches
for such transformative institutions can be found in the economy (commons), politics (representation of
future generations) and law (strategic environmental lawsuits, nature's intrinsic rights). In this respect, the
state is characterised by a hybrid nature: partly a guardian of the prevailing conditions and partly their
transformer. How is such transformative statehood to be conceived? And which concrete institutional
practices can serve as models?

 #JusticeTransnationalSolidarity #LifeAndNotProfit #PoliticalEconomy
The current political economy is characterised by land grabbing, externalisation, exploitation, enclosure,
and social inequalities. How can a transformation of the political economy be achieved? One example is

the centring of subsistence work and liberation struggles for territories, bodies, minds, and more-than-
human entities. But how can non-hegemonic forms of socialisation, such as commons and solidarity

economies, be actualised for a social-ecological transformation without being assimilated by the capitalist
system?

#[_] #EmbraceTheGaps #(Un)Learn #LearningWithEachOtherFromEachOther
We consider our positioning in the activist and academic field as politically, socially, and ecologically
influenced and knowledge always as situated. With the [_] in the conference title, we reflect on our gaps in
the conference concept. We invite transdisciplinary, activist, artistic, and [_] contributions to fill blank
spaces. At the conference, we will create an environment that will enable us to learn and unlearn together.



Information on the Conference and Submission of Exposés
#MakeKin #ElectiveAffinities #(Un)disciplinedKnowledge #LanguageDiversity

The conference should not only be about transformation but also be transformative: We want to
reflect on what research in the socio-ecological transformation means and what roles (junior) scientists
can take on.

Please submit your presentation synopsis by September 15, 2022 at ng-umweltsoziologie@posteo.de
(max. 3000 characters inc. spaces). Representatives of all disciplines and non-academic backgrounds are
welcome. We will try to make translations possible. There will be an awareness team and empowerment
spaces.

We are looking forward to the conference with you!
Nadine Gerner, Lina Hansen,Marvin Neubauer, Leonie Reuter, Ronja Schröder and Lea Zentgraf
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